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ain't 'the things you don't know that cause all the trouble-
s the t`hir}gs, you know that ain't so!"

01.

--from the, movie SISTER KINNY
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. IMAGES OF CHINA

A Unit on Perception for Middle Schools and High Schools

Teacher's Introduction

%-

This is not a unit k)out China,. It is a unit about find.-

in9'out and checking mit stereotypi' itriages students may have

about China and the Chinese. It,is n9t meant as a historical
review of how China and the kilted tates have viewed each
other. It deals, for the moslt part, with current images, your
students may have of China and with 1whe.re those images may._

have'come

why Study About Stereotypes?

Theliterature of psychology and social psychology sUggpsts
ome important reasons for 'focusing on stereotypes.1 Here

.

Ire some of those reasons alongwith
). Students are often highly motiva

our awni,
ted to learn about stereo-

types, especially about their own. This is because,their
stereotypes area part of them, a part of what's on their
minds, as'opposd to what's on other people's minds.
Stereotypes have an effect on our thinking and behaving
toward of er grOups. Stereotypes allow us to treat others
differen ly than we would if we didn't have them. .It
"doesn't, natter that dome stereotypes are positive and others
negative The same principle ,applies: stereotypic images
are subs itutea forkthinking.2 They allow us to fall ehokt
of obser ing and interacting with others as individuals '

. There i a critical difference between categorizing'an
1

stereot ping. Because of the ,mount of informatiOn we
have to,assimilate,'categorizing is a necessary part o
thinking. It is a way to reduce and simplify an ()the ise

,impossibly complex world.3 We need rubrics under whi h we
can identify things.

Stereotypes:on the other hand, po beyond 15, funct on-

ality of categories. They are beliefs about pedple1 in .c tegories.
If we perceive that Linda is a, redhead, we see heir as p rt of,a
category, i.e.t redheads. If we conclude that because :he is a
redhead, she is quick-tempered or.fiery-tempered, we ar judging
her on the, basis of a stereotype. We Would not be ob erving her
on the basis of her individuality. Such judgment bas =d on the



assumption that "all redheadS are quick-tempered" can greatly
affect. ou4, interactions with 'people by allowing us- to behave

inappropriately toga d them ecause our information is inac-
curate. Qualifying he staemeniby saying that `MOST redheads
are quick- tempered ": 's begging the question. We may, still

tend to treat all members of the group as if "ALL redhbads
are quick-tempered." '

.

Of cour e it is not possible to know all redheads indivi-
duall. But we can still categorize and stop judgment of persons
in that cate ory short of steotyping them.
4). Not eve yone has the same' stereotypes and perceptions of

'another group. Stereotypes are formed on the basis of
information, often inaccurate and incomplete, received
from home, peer groups, school; and the media. Thys in-
'formation is filtered differently4by individuals and cultures
for different reasons. Individually, an'Anglo pMild may

have received information that Chinese-are inscrutable. He

may feel uncomfortable around.Chinese or Chi ese Americans
because of believihg that Chinese are insctu able. An-

, other child may receive the same informatiOn and choose not
to believe it, perhaps because he knows many Chinese that
simply don't fit the stereotype.

5). While if is-4ue ttlt not 'everyone has the :acne stere0-

typic, beliefs about another group, thereis a pervasive
tendency in *y groups to hold "collectiv views" of

"outsiders:": A_ Gallup Poll taken in 1972 ndicatesi that

of those .polled as many as 74% ofAmerican say the Chin-

ese as "hardNorking."4 Other- polls and d to sugle't that
commonly held views about an "out group" rave a p er of.
their Own apart from the individuals who -hare th views;
Hence, it is our belief that thii unit i not ade uate to

1' fully explain the implications of stereotyping o discri-
mination and racism. It is a good, and perhaps/ necessary
first step. But these materiels need to be aug ented by
the teacher and students byjnformation that e lures the

'concepts of institutional 'racism, cultural rac m, arid'the

dynamics of power in racial and ethnic groups
6). -Steteotype formation seems to be influenced i two basic s.

ways: one the type,.of data a peison is exp sedt6 con
'cerning another group or culture; two the p rson''s,.
predisposition and preconditioning towards i Tor ation
persons 'receive about the group or CultUre.-

It would .be possible for students to break down jfneiri stero

typic 4tages if "new" information were' introduced to, he 'about

-
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e thed versity of the group\bei g stereotyped.F,

ere stereotyping .6' This nforMation should

We say it s a possibi

ent iref mation.is introduc
limiting factor. Whenever
and there .seem to be'.payoff
a strong tendency ba simply

.f

1
I

, f 7). Our stereotypes of others say far
..ao about those weare Stereotxpin

*., are lazy" says much more' about th

ity for ahan e to occurkwhen'differ-:

d because preconditioning-can p'e

eople have rigid beliefs about oteDs'
in holding,these beliefs, there is

gisregard "new" or different

information about the group. Such an investment in One's

beliefs leads to selectivelYlperceivi.ng information'tht rein-

forces the beliefs.;

Nevertheless it seems quite apprbpriate to'provide oppor.-
tunities for students to examine new data should the discoveT'

in the process of examining their 'stereotypes that t y want to

change them. . '

.

more about us
. "People on
persons holdi

han they
elfare
g that

1view than it does about'people on welfare. Accordingly,

a goad way into examining who we arewouldb4,to examine
what we believe and why we believe i.

Whv China?

China andfhe United States have a longhistdry of,

tions and misperCeptions toward each other'that have 081.

attention of scholars and curritulum developers. At ti

fa rly large number
as sly, hardworking
inscrutable-Orienta
and unfathomable.
the United States

f Americans have chosen to see th
slant-eyed, "funny" talking, tr6a

s whose customs and lifestyle wer
onversely, the Chinese have chose

n stereotypic ways.

percep-
gh't the

es a
Chines-

herous,
strange
to see

There is a f irly rich body of data in existent about .

U.S.'-Chinese imag s.7 This unit makes use of't'as d. a by ,-

tOcus4ng on Chin as a case example of stereotyping The same

skillS,and proce s'tan be used to explore students' images of

other :cultural d ethnic groups.

'U 't Ob'ective

The objet ives of this unit can be expresses in four sterls

t.hat comprise what we define as a "finding out a ache king out"

process:



.11

1).t Students will verbalite stereotyp c images they mayshavae

of tile Chinese and of Chiha:
2). I Students will expose some of tril purees -of information'

'they have used to forethese,ster Pr
3). Students will be exposed to InfOrmbiion that cognitively

forces theM into challenging some" o! their stereotypes
. by -sugtesting that China and its people represent a large

range, of diversity in physical Mekeup and cultural life-
styles.

4). Students will compare their own iiilages With "nevi" data ;to

sort out which images are accuFate d which are inaccurate.

Where the Unit Fits
i

,. ,

.

..
I

.

1

'

This unit has several potential use bosh as a part of

existing curriculum and apart from i't. t has.a logical these
for courses in psychology and sociology.! :It could beused, i

an Asian history course as an intropuctiOn to studying-Chihe
.U.S. relations. Likewise,"it couldlbe used in tJ.S. h story and

world histo'rycourses. It couild bellused a part of a angu'a.e

arts program in communication.. SiqeMuch of:the unikcal s.for
surveying and collecting data in the community -, .the materi l
could be used as part of a community studiesrprogram:

. .
.,

Grade Level
. 6

The authors of the unit believeth0 materials are s itable
for students in middle schools and high schools; grades -12.

, ,

.

.

SqctuTce and Selection of Activities bv'the Teacher andStudents
_ w.

4
1 ... .

The uiiit is not intended to be an'actiivity-by-activity
sequences learning project. Teachers,4 students should feel'
free to choose activities accoreng to eir, needs. However,
at is assumed that teachers and student fr,31. want'to.develop

the full sequedce of the "getting out-and checking out" per:
ceptipns process. .Therefore, the selection of activities will
hopefully provide for experiences that' not onl d&sclose.their
stereotypic.imagest but will also provide opipo tuni ies to

. cheek for accuracy of thote images.,

IP

- iv
I
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Abcluf 'the Materials

1

6\

The unit could be us d without adding the A -V ki or other
materials, although its e fectiveness would be.dimin shed
`soMewhat. It is recommendted that you ()Oar the 4-V it to

Images of,China for $15,00\from:

Center for Teaching International: Relationi
Graduate Pchool of Interna'tional Studies
'University of Denver
Denver, Colorado 80210

If a

Materials for:
China Postcards -- Acti\vity 11
Chinese Childrens' Literatur.e -- Activity-12
Good Children Activity 13 .

Order from: _
China Books and Periodicals, Inc.
West Coast Center
2929 TwentytFourtli Street
San Fraricisco, California 94110

(see next sheet)
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P61,072 Children are good
P6!0(73 Children's Palace Shanghai
P6-078 Children Performing for BAC Other in the Countrside

P6-072, /

tl

P6.08
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OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES

Section One: Images and Me

Activity 1 "Behind Ouf Eyes"
Introductibn toperception/misperception., Asks students to look
-at'geometric.figures,. drawings and optical illusions to illus-
trate that our perceptions'canbe misleadihg.

Activity 2 . A* 4 -The Woman
Ubes famous drawing used )y psychologist E.G. Boringto
.derdionstrate the.impoktapce of programming in percept ion.

Activ
Rumor
man i
of, p

ty 3 Y Rumor
clinic, experiment devised by Gordon Allport and.Leo Post-
the 1940's. I3Justrates the dimension of selectdVity
ception. st'

.

o.
0-

.

Activity 4 . . "HO-Hum, Interesting Fact, That's A Problem!"
Forced- choice format for getting'.out percep:tiohs. Demonstrates
differing perceRtions.of the same information among students.

Activity 5._ .
.

- What Are Stereotypes? '

.ThiS activity channelS.the_study Of perception into stereo-
4. typing. Students are asked to apply labels to certain

national and ethnic groups to discover the concept.
, ..,: ,......./' ... .

=Section TWO: Images of China
,:-

Activity e"N-- "When I Think of Chinae'I Think of .4...."

This activity, designed as a pretest of images about China,
... asks students.to list' things thatcome to Mind when they think
111.,of.,6hina.-

Activity 7 ,MvItages
Employs semantic differential formdt to pretest images.

ActiVity 8 Draw Me A Picture
Pretests fag. students' images of Chinese people by having
them draw stick figures of the Chihese.

., .

,

Activity 9'. Chinese GreetiniCards
StudentS list stereotypes of the Chinese in the process of

"viewing a series of contemporary greeting cards of the,Chinese.

I
6

4,
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Activity 10 Wrie A Story
Students'are given a list ,of commonly used 8nglish words
from which they are to write stories about the. Chinese.- .

Used 'as a way for students to express their impressions of
China and its people.

Activity 11 China Postcards
. t .

Pretests for student images by asking them to choose scenes
46.from China that they think are "typical" or "representative.

, r
Discusion'follows as to what "representative" means ;.

Activity 12 Chinese Children's Literature
Follow up to pretests. Students check their own images o'f

- the Chinesa.by examing drawings Chinese artists have done of the'.
Chinee.

._,

Activity 13 ; Good Children
Students discover some PRC values and check out images they have
by 1-traveling the sequences to several picture stories from /'

China.

Activity '14 ComParincrImaces
Can be used as an excellent follow up to Chinese Greeting. Cards
activity.{ Uses. PRC data to check the images.

.0,'
' Q

Activity 15 Which Is
,

China?
Activity useful in breaking stereotyped images of China's .

4eography.by shgwing diverse pitures of China. ,

Activityl,16 Faces

Diverse set of drawings by Chinese artists _showing the variety
. of Chinese people. Helps break the image that "Chinese look

alike "'
,

?

1

'Activity 17 4. ?.Picture Search
Using pictures from PRC periodicals, students are asked to ,

point'out their perceptions of what is "stradge"..in the pictures.
Then students are asked to reverse thecontex and hypothesize
about what mightioe "strangC.to outsiders about their awn
community. * ' °` 0.

'

Activity 18. . . :r.. ... .... slgshinggercenfk2111211,ys
Viewing the same pictures,, three groups of students ppint out
what is "strange" and gamiliar, what is "like us" and "not
like us," and what shdis diversity in the slides.

. .

14 ,. .
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Activi ty 19 At and Value
Uses contrasting, art formsfrom revolutionary China,to illUs-.
Arate how we can be trapped into certain images.

Section Three: Looking at Images'

Activity 20 ; Whaf Was Taught...And What I Caught About4CLna
Uses satirical'essay to illustrate how misperceptions,can
become pa'rt of the "context" about China.,

Activity 21 : . . ."How to Tell Your Friends'froM the Daps'
,Students look at stereotyping in oneof its mostextreme forms
in this news article written shortly after the bombing of
Pearl Harbor in 1941.

.

Activity 22 .Images of the
dallup Polls

Students hypothesize .about

J

using Gallup Polls. '

Chinese and Japanese through
. ,

why.perceptions change over time

Activity 23 China and japan in Texilbooks
a

Activity which helps students develop the skill pf recognizing
ethnocentric lines in textbooks they use in schools....

A4
Activity 24
Students collect feild.dence that images ofthe
their,own community.

image Search
Chinese exist in

Activity 25 Beliefs and Ihages
Perception test which can be used to follow up on what ttudents
have learned from the unit.

15
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NOTES

following works for studying about,,stereo7

-Walter Lippman, Public Opinion (New York: Harcourt,

Brace and dt.,, -1922).

gordon- Allport , The% Nature of Prejudice- (New ,York:

Doubleday and 'Co. , 1958) . ,

.Milton Rokeach, Beliefs, Attitudes and Values 1San
Francisco: Jossey -Bas, 'Inc., 1968),. -

S.E. Asch, Social Psychology (N6a York: Prentice-Hall,

1952)

25,1. Hayakawa, "Recognizing Stereotypes as Subetitttes'for
11.fbulht, Review of General Semantics, (1950), pp.-208=210.r

3Jerome-S. ,Bruner., Ja'cquiline J. Goodnowi and George A.
,

Aust4n; A SttidN', of ThinkingqNew York: -Johh Wiley and Sons',

1956), p.12. 7:

w

,4Harold R. Isaabs, Images of Asia (New, York: Harper and Row,

xviii,.

5 Below ie a partial listing pf. theoretical works on the nature
of power and'cgroups in ethnic and racial relations:

Oliver Cox, Castf,,Class and Race (New X.Ork:. Modern
Reader, 1948).

Frantz Fanon; A 'Dying COlOniallsm (New York:' -Grove
Press ,e11965);:

cranlin and Solomon Re6nik, The Political Economy
of Racism (New York: Holt,,Rinehart & Winston, 1973).

Gehard 'Lehski, 'Power and Privilege: ,A Theory of .Social
Stratification (New York: McGraw - Hill, 1971).

R:A. Schermerhorn, ComparatPie Ethnic Relations: .A Frame-'

work for Theory, and ResearCla (New York: Rand& House, 1970).,

-6The word "new" is used-here'and an following' text in quotation
mar.,3s because information inky be new,to a person only in the

biasthat
it hal new meaning for him, not merely because he

has hveT been weposa4 to.it idefore.

7For exaMpke, see the following:
Haroldlt. Iskacs, Images of Asia (New York: Harper ,and

1972). ,

David C. King, Perbeption/Misperceot,ion:
mixed media classroom kit, (New York: Scliloat Productions,

1973), Center for Global Perspectives. r 4

.
ki

.
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Title: ttIND OUR EYES
,1'

troduct'o :

TEACHER 1:1 %

There 1.4 a ,Chinese RFOverb that says, "We see what is
behind our ey ." This first activity introduces dtudents to
the concept o erception by illustrating the idea that it is'
not our eyes t t are to blame when we inaccurately view objects,'
but rather our nds.

Objectives:

Students will exariflpe 10 figures to distinguish.between.whaf
they perceive as reality and what is reality.

,

Students will state hypotheses about the implications of mis-
perceiving other people.

Procedure:

Step 1: Askostude to read Handout 1, "To Stildents1"

)

'Stepp:. While they re reading, write t)le'proverb on the

chalkboard: "We see what s behind our. eyes."

Step 3:, Ask for volunteers to explain what they think, ttie

proverb means. Don't-spend.too much time od this. If students

seem puzzred 'or if they don't stem to know, explain that. you'll
come back to the quotation later and go right on to Step 4.

; Step 4: Explain to the students that the figures 1-10
''on Handout 2 illustrate one interpretation of the proverb.
Here is a gilide for taking students through the figutes:

Figure 1 r

Which of the two horizontal lines is longer?

ANSWER: Both lines are the same Iength..1What causes,us to i5e
;misled is not" clearly Understood: ,iitchologists tell us that
Wes are influenced by the other lines'in the drawing which lead
us to make wrong guesses,abbut what we perceive.

Figure 2
re the horizontal lines straight?

, 18
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'TEACHER 1:2

ANSWER: Yes, even though they appear to be bent. The illusion
is caused, in part, by our interpretation of the lines in
context with the other lines.

Figure 3
Are the horizontal lines straight? .

C

ANSWER: Yes. (Same reason as given for Figure 2)

Figure 4
Does the square have

ANSWER: The square
them as being bowed.

straight sides or are they bowed inward?

as straight sides, even though we peFceive.

Figure 5 .

Is the cube facing left or right? 7

1

ANSWER: Possibly, both ,ways. Our perceptions keep changing.
m-

tigure 6
Which war through the coils--left or right?

ANSWER: ,Possibly both ways.

Figure 7
Db 'You-see a flight of stairs

ANSWER: Possibly,',boilh'. Our perceptions- keep changing.

'Cur perc4tiOns keep changing.

or an overhanging cornice?

Figure 8
Do6, y

e

u perceive movement in this diaWing?

:ANSWER..

the eye.
. "

:.

6i v. Figurer 9' , ....

' Is this a "possible figure" or an "imppssibiel! one? Follow ,.

the stairs around and try to deierminelewhether they're. going.up
6 t.

%or down. .

. .

,

, . ,

Most people cb. becaOse of the involuntary Moveffient of

Figure 10.
Is this a "possible figure" or,an "im
imagine what the triangle would look

A

plane.

19

ossible" one? Try toy'
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TEACHER 1:3

Debriefing:

1).. How could the figures be used.to illustrate the point that
"seeingtis not believing?"

2). How ccp you explain why ypu might have.been "fooled" by
some of the figures?

. .-..

3). Can you suggest whatihe.Chinese proverb means after
having viewed the 10 figuresrw(One'possiLle interpretation
would be that the source of our illusions and mispercep-
tions must be gought'in the brain, not'in the eye.)

4). Suggest some problems that might' arise when you misperceive
other people. In other words,swfiatthings might happen
because ypu thought you say something in another person
that wasn't feally there? Suggeption: ask studerits to
write stories about thes& problems.

c. 4

4.`

% t", " 4
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To Students:

This is a book about you and how you see other people.
Specifically, it' is/a series of.ativities that. can help_
you cheek out some/images you may have of China and the .Chinese

HANDOUT 1

IMAGES OF CHINA-

DENT 1:4

There will be some reading for you to do. For the.most
part, however, the activities in the book ask yOu to do things
like study and analyze pictures and other kinds of information,
write down things you notice about the ways you may be seeing
the Chinese, and go out into your community to bring back
objects and information to your classroom.

By the time you are finished doing most of the activities
you should find that you have acquired some new'ways of looking
at the Chinese and at other groups of people as

A

21
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HANDOUT 2

.Figure 1
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Title: ,THE WOMAN

Introduction:
1.7

.7

l

irEACHER 2:12

V.

BEHIND OUR EYES introduced students to the idea that what

we perceive can be misleading. This activity demonstrates the '

importance of programming,or preconditioning us to 0046eive

certain'things.

The drawing used in this activity was first used for
psychological purposes in 1930 by E.G. Boring. (See E.G.

Boring, "A New,Ambiguoug Figure," American Journal. Of Psycho-
logy, 930, p. 44.)

ctives:
4

Students will view threeedrawings, 'two of which wily serve to

a
precondition or prograi hem to images of a woman'.

Slaentp .will discuss the implications of the :activity for
forming images of national, cultural anti ethnic groups.

Material's and equipment: Make trangPa'rencies of the three

.drawings ork.pages .12.-- 14, overhead projector, screen.
-- -

.

.. ,..Time:! 20.minutes .. .

.
.

,
,,

. PrOcedure:
.

-%. ' Step 1: 'Ask ond-alf of- the class to stand up 'ana f4be A

away from the screbn.. Tell grculp seated that yob are aaput, .

to show them a, drawing on, the screen which' they should 'study.

silently 6:Sr about 5 seconds. Show tiansparency A to seated
,

group. for no longer than 5 seconds;: then turn off proffector. -

Ask groulthat wa-s standing to turn around and be4eateA:.,
! ,

4'.
i

,"
1

!

Step 2: Askgroup tht was seated ieStep 1 to stand up'

and face away from the ScreeA./.` Tell 'group seated,that you are

----bout to show them a drawing on the screen which'they should
, ....

-study fon,about 5 seconds, Show transparency B to seated group

for no,lOnger than 5 seeends, then turhoff projOtor. Ask

group pat was standing to turn' around and be seated:,4 -,

. ti..1

S

Step 3: Show entire class transparency C.
4

- 10 - 44
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401
Discussion:

0
1): How many-students.see an old woman? How many see a

young woman? Both? Usually, most people in the first group gee
the young woman and most people in the second group set the old
woman-because they were preconditioned or programmed to do so.
,Ask people in each group to explain to persons in the other group.*
where the outline of "their" woman is. Pass out copies1 of the

'first two figures for this purpose.

rf

%TEACHER 2:2

2). What would it mean to say some of you were PROGRAMMED
to see .one woman or the other?

3)'. What implications might this programMing haVe for us
in forming images of peoples in other national, cultural onL
ethnic groups? (Control of what we see is important. It

also important to look at what "locks" us into seeing one thing
to the exclusibn of other things.)

A

28
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Title,: RUMOR

Introduction: 144

TEACHER 3:1

In THE WOMAN students,dould begin to see how much program-
ming or precondibioning can influence what;we see. The much-
used technique in this activity is based upon experiments
conducted byAllport and Postman in'the-United States in the
1940's%

'Objectives.:

Students will lodk,a picturethen paSe along their .percep-
tions of it to otter students.

,

Students will discuss which elements in the picture were omitted
and whiehwere'added by the students as the story was passed
along

Students will focus, discussion On the selectivity of perceptions.

Materials: Handout 3 or a picture
a current magagine.°

class periodTime: One-
0

At

Procedure:
r

of your choosing taken from

,
,

St6p Choose six.students tovbereportere., 'Choose one

7."

stildent.fo be doorkeeper. 'Sncl the six reporters chit of the. room,
and explain to the group that they will nocir have a chanceto
see ,what .happens to a, story as it is-told,and re-told. When
introducing the clinic to the rest of the class you might
say yisomething like this:

This is a derriensfratimn to show you hoW a rumor'growsas
travels. Six volunteers have been picked to act as rewrters:
A picture will be shown-to .you: to study. tbe

. lirstreporter, who will be the only one of the six.-,to see the
piCtlir_ewith-Ou. He will study it, and then' tell the next 4
reporter as much as he can remember from the picture:: Tfien

reporter number 2 (anyone of the remainift five) will repeat
the story to reporter number 3, and so on,:until each reporer
has'hae'a chance_ to tell the story... As the report is passed

- a.5

3
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TEACHER 3:2'

;

on from person to person, w,e w,ill watch to see what changes take
Place in the story as it is passedalong. After the reporters
have finished, we will begin a discussion on why the changes in
the story were made.

.

Step 2: Show'the group Handout '4 (or your picture).
. About 60 seconds of exposure to the picture will db. Caution
the rest of the class not to laugh, comment ,orrcoadli the report-
ers ih any way during:the demonstration. Also, be, sure that

. the reporters talk loudly enough for the entire group to hear.

Step 3: Ask-the doorkeeper to bring in'reporter #1.
Let him look at the picture fpr about 30 seconds. Then ask him
to turn the picture over, face down on a table.

Step 4: Call in reporter #2, but don't let him gee the
picture. Ask reportev#1 to describe the scene in the picture.

Step Bring in re-Porter #3. Ask reporter #2 to ,repeat
the story he hasjust heard from reporter #1.

Step 6: Cdhtinue until each reporter has heard.and retold
the story.; ,Let reporter #6 tell the whole group his version
of the story hold him by reporter #S.

Debrdefing:

i IF

Focus the discussion on selectivity pf perception.

1). What elements ill the picture were omitted as the
r- sto was told and retold?

What was added to the story as it was passed along?

.11 t.
eS

rkk

.0"
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r. TEACHER 4:1

.!#Title: HO -HUM,, INTERESTING FACT', THAT'S A PROBLEM!"
4 :

Introduction:

This activity poihts toward a'notyler important dimension of
perception -- the same data is perdeived differently by different
people. This princip14 is so simple, it'iljay seem ludicrous..
However-, Tani, people tend to forget it. When some people
perceive,somthing as a problem, others seem duMbfounded,about
why they Seekit that way. An.esSential part of the perception
process its selectively perceiving so as to construct "reality"
as you see it,. Accordingly, this aCtivitycan be used to build
on the rumor d.inic experience*to demollstratekho* selectivity
Of perception leads to-one of three foiced-choicereactions in
students. :

Students re presented 'with 10 pieces of data on slides.
As they view them, they are to react in dne of thtee ways:
HO-HUM,' INTERESTING FACT, OR THAT'S'A PROBLEM.

Objectives:'

Students will respond to each slide in one'of three ways: Y.

Ho-Hum, Interesting Fact, That's A Problem.

-
,°'

Students will iscuss how the. pieces of data elicit a va i.ety

of responses: . e-

Time: '45 minutes

Materials:' Reproduction of the following chart
on a chalkboard or transparency:

"Ho-Hum "Interesting Fact" "That'is a PFoblem!"

Card No. 1

Card No-. 2

Card NO'. 3

Card No. 4
Card No. 5 '

Caid No. 6

Card No. 7

, Card No. 8

Card No. 9

Card No.10

*Format for this activity was suggested, by John Haas, School of

Education, University of Colorado.

- 18 -



TEACHER 4:2

Procedure:

Step 1: As students,eXamine each slide ask them to react
by raising their hands in one of three ways:. "Ho-Hum - if

the slide doesn't seem of much intereseto them, "Interesting.

Fact" - if it's an interesting slide, "That's A Problem" - if
you think the slide shows a problem.

Siep 2: Compile a'class-xesponse4on the chalkboar'd or

transparency.

Step 3: Go back through each and ask for reasons fOr the
differing perceptions of the slides.

* *Slides available. in A-V kit. An alternative would be to'maket

up your own stateMent&. Here are a few examples of statements
you might make up for use in thiaCtivity:
1. There are more than 800 million people in China.
2. China is ruled by people in the Chinese,Communist Party.
3. etc.,

r-
- 19 SID
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TEACHER 5:1

Title: WHAT ARE STEREOTYPES?

s

Introduction:

The preceding activities in this 'unit have emphasized

four imporiant aspect of Perception: 1). Fyrceptions can

be misleading, 2). pr gramming affects our perceptions,
3'). we 'selectively pe ceive/things by adding and omitting
data, 4). perceptions of the'same thing differ among people.

What Are Stereot :s?,focuses our study of perception' more '

specifically by asking students to examine the phenomenon of
stereotyping.,, At the co
should be able to list s
part of their perceptual

clusion of this activity students
me,dimensions of stereotyping as a
rocess.

Objectives:

Q'
Students"will associate c= tain racial anclithnic group with a

list'of adjectives.

Students will define stereotyping-

Materials: HandOut 4 &.5

Time: one class pe riod

Procedure:
. 0

Step 1: Ask students'to brak into groups of-four to six.
O

Step 2: Dittribute copies of Handout 4 to each group.

. Step 3: Each small group should identify the racial and

national groups according to characteristics under the adjectives

list. More than one.adjective may be used to describe any one

group. The results do not have to reflect'the a tual beliefs
of each group. The responses can be what stude is believe to
be Common stereotypes of the particular nati a .group. lAdjec-

tives not included in the list may be used. EFORE ANY PARTICU7

LAR RACIAL OR NATIONAL GROUP IS CHARACTERIZE A MAJORITY 1R MEM-

BERS OF THE GROUP MUST AGREE TO THE ADJECTIVES USED. .

r

Step,4: One member of each smalrgroup'should be Selected
to record decisions of the grpup.

36- r-
- 20 -



TEACHER 5:2

Step Spend about 10 ,minutes asking each'recorder tc
snare'the lists of adjectives agreed upon by"the small groups.

Step 6: DISCUSSION
1) Did some of you find this activity difficult? If so, ex-

plain why. If not", why not?
2). What is a stereotype?' (A Stereotype is a rigid category

used in perceiving people on the basis of a single charac-
teristic. rom this single chakacteristid, it is assumed
that they possessa number of associated'traits and behavior
patterns. Stereotypes often contain a kernel of truth,
surrounded by acomplex set of distortions and fantasies.

3). When do stereotypes become abusive'd1 the group they are
supposed to describe?

4). How can sterotypic perceptions of people be misleading?
5).' What part does programming play in the formation of

stereotypes?
6). What part does selective perception play in stereotyping?
7): Wh4t would-have happened in your group if the rule for
sl' deciding which adjectives to uSe would have stated that

you must reach consensus before a kinal'ecision (i.e.;,
total agreement.among group Members)?

. 8)*. What do you think is'important in learning about stereotypes?

Step 7: To prepare for-comparing the data, distribute-the
handout "Racial Stereotypes and One Hundred College Students."
Ask students to-compare class results with the study.

a.

tr
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HANDOUT 4 STUDEbtf5:3

WHAT ARE STEREOTYPES? WORD LIST

Apericans artistic

Chinese , cruel

English extremely nationalistic

Germans ignorant

4
Irish imitative,

Arabs impulsive

'Italians indlistridus

Jews intelligent

Blacks lazy

Mexicans loyal to faM,ily ties .

materialistic

tradition-loving .

very religibu

0 r
0

fond of spicy food

mercenary,

musical

pleasure-loving
IP

pugnacious

quick-tempered

. reserved

scientifically minded

shrewd

sly

sportsmanlike

superstitious

22
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HANDOUT 5 STUDENT 5:4

If

"Racial Stereotypes and One. Hundred College Students"

Look at the following study conducted by Katz and Braly in
1933.1 Compare your answers:in the small group with the results
below. (Only the-two characteristics reCeiving the highest
percentage of agreement are (liven.)

Americans -- industrious (48%) and intelligent (47%)

Chinese superstitious (34%) and sly' (29%)

English -- sportsmanlike (53%) and .intelligent (46%)

Germans -- scientifically minded (78%) and industrious (65%).

-Irish pugnacious (45%)and quick-tempered (39%)

Italians -- artistic (53%) and impuliive (44%).

Japanese -- intelligent (45%) and industrious (43%) .

t.)

Jews -- shrewd (79%) and mercenary. (49%)

Negroes ,-- superstitious (84%) ands,lazy, (751/4).

Arabs .-- cruel (47%) and very religious "(26%)

1

1Katz and Braly, "'Racial Stereotypes of One'Huhdred,College

Students," Joui-ngl of Abnormal and Social Psychology:28:

280-90.

3
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Section Two: IMAGES OF CHINA

To Teachers

This pectioft of.the unit consists of ways to pre-test
,students' stereotypic images of the Chinese. It can help
them apply some of the knowledge -they gained about ,stereo-
typing.from Section One

a It is not necessary to use all of the activities in this
section. However, it i suggested that you select activities
from both those lqbeled "N" and those labeled "B." The "A"
pages are 'Pretests for i ges of the Chinese. The . "B" pages

are follow-up activities ta_check out the accuracy of the
ages elicited .,Eiom the pretests. If only the pretests were

used ehexezwould be,the danger that, existing stereotypes ,

reirlfoFced.cir even.new ones created without
oppsortunitis.to;heck for acturacy: ''.
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Title: WHEN'I=NINK..OP CH

Inftroduct,iOn:'''

activr.ty is; designed
-Chiha.and'its people.

r
ObjectIve:-.

StudentsVill list Phiapes
they think about chiAa.:

Tim e_: .2Q-Minutek*
.1'

,Procedure;

i

:
4

.-2.*. ,!-
!,-,..

.. . , s.
,

: -1,;flitilvfc ciF . ..<3.
..

.. ...e.i.'
%

0 t
. . I ,s

V ...
.

h.A
6

. ; ,141, 'I

, TEACHER. 611
4.4

g S ,

.

Step a: Ask Stddents
phrases.what they'tkinkpf

,-..-thi-i WHEN, YOU THINK OF C

.

a$ a
.

pretest for images
s

of

descriiiin4iyha'I they think of *le

;,
I

e

1.
1 0 1 _

toWr4telown'in one or two
ChIng.'-Phrase the question like

HINA, WHAT.COMEB TO 'mkt?

4 ,

-word'"

,cWhat.do th# Chinese 160k 1
.

ike?
.

.V

:.What- inds of activities do the-Chinese ehgjge in?

What 1:10 hOuseg and clothes looklike?
- .

-
Whatis the natural" setting like? "

What's important .,to the,Ciiinege?
V1111.1!

I.

.

.-..

Step 2t .Spenda feW:inuteS 1id4tint-responses from
students. Be careful not to.intitidate This activity' IS

deSigned to get out images notAoljudge_them. Studenti
quickly catch on if you put them down-.-

,1

. i 4
...

42
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a I

MY IMAGES
,

Iniroaudtiont.
.t

-

TEACHER 7:1
A

A

,

Image6" represents an additional way Of pretesting-:
your Obudentsstgreotypic images of the Chinese. Yotr may:.

cottpilb anumerical score for each of the word pairs
for the erltir.:eclass. This data would be valuable
unti4,..the-end Of the unit to see if scores have changed: ..:.

i:..abfectives: .. .. '"."' ..::.. . ...:. '
... a ...

StUdents.will.;circle a number from 1 to,7 on a survey -of word

.- . pairs aboUt the'Chinese. " .
,

' 4 1 , % , ' , , *

Students will compare (point out similarities and, differgnce*), ',,:..-

,.
yumeriCal'scores between the trio surveys. , ,

- ,

,..
. ,

. .

, _

..'-' 1

.. Materials:. instruction to "My Images"; HandoutS 6 & 7,. , 4

. 4f, , . ,
, ': :/ l , . %

t '.

,Time.:- 3'0 minutes .,

it .

.
a

, c

ti

. s

...
Procedure:

41k .

_... ,s.

'., Step 1: ':Pass out instructions for "My'lmages.'" Answer
. 1 ,

questions about procedure
.

as explained on the'sheet. -.-

r e

Step 2: Ask class to fill out Handout 6:

e
Step 3: Compile class scores on each of the word

OR compile class scores on each of the word pairs students are =

interested in finding out about.

Step 41. QUESTIONS
1). Which of the scores tend to be negative? WhiCh poqtive? ;

Which neutral? Add up the number of negaL Tive scores and
compare with the nUMber of positive*and neutral Ones.
Are there more negative images?

2). How might someone with the image6 compiled for your class
act toward a Chinese person?

.-
3). What difference does it make that, the scores turned out as

,theydid?
4). From what sources (TV, magazines, parents',, other relatives,

friends,oiewspapers, comics, etc.) do you think the class':
got these images?

43
- 27 7.1



HANDOUT p.

''-INSTRUCTIONS FOR "MY_ IMAGES"

STUDENT 7:2

A

You 'are asked to participate tre.a survey to find out how
yOAk,vie*" the Chinese.' SiriCe thiS kind of survey might benew.,

, to you, a f6vi OcampleS will help you c,ompletd it .
-,,t: . : ,,,. . .'The ,example! here has no relationship to the Chinese. .' ',, ..

...It it Merely used' to, shOw you the mechanics of ,artiweiing the sur-
, - vey ..,

, . --
% .

l. t
I .

. ,
' t ,. . c. Suppose you 'were, given the fbllowing statement and sets

,
..! 40 f -words : , ,

, .

t:

. . . ., 441:

.
I' THINK t HE' WORLD WE LIVE IN' TODAY IS . .

.%

. ". .' 1,t

.. '
S'bZe 4 Ignstable '

1

.- ,t .:, :
you would think for a monent a out '119w yoU viewed wor14

stability. DC y6u think the vpoll.a is ex`tremelyunstable, yOu
would probably CIRCLE' .the 7 ,tO ifrdica'ie your View. If yQU think -,
the world is very, Aznstabl , Orl simply unstable, yOumigrht 7
CIRCLE the 5 or_.;6; AoL,F1,,th t'gtablej 'circle the 3 or ili very
stailie, circle tile 2;"ext emely stabledircle, the g..

i ..
t

..- ..* i
. 1:,., .

,,
There is'.ncteAt'tqmiSt to trick Yoi..i. with, the 'questions-.

Please:answer all questienS horiestTy ,end to _116 best of your
, . 'alSiloity. UNDER NC). CIRCUMSTANCE'S PUT' YOUR NAME, ON THE 'SURVEY.

4 - , . v . .
. . .*

4
. ,..

. . ''' e 1,40

NOTE: YOUR' TEACHER MAY WAIT TO T4BULATE THE RESULTS OF
THE -SURVEY 'AND. DISCUSS CLASS RESPObLiEST9 THE ITEMS. IN AMP'

CASE, WE-SUGGEST xao nth) YOUR COPY OF YOUR suRVEL AND:PUT IT
AWAY 'SOMEWHERE, SO THAT "YOU CAN WORK WITH IT AGAIN AT THE END

, .

OF THW UNIT., ,

44
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I
HANDOUT 7$

MY IMAGES ss

STUDENT. 7.:3

H. A .

(Please CIRCLE the number on the word scale' thatdoeS,t eiitare
your views . )

. ..

"WHEN I THINK VF CHINESE PEOPLE, I THINK OF PEOPLF.WHO ARE ..."

KIND 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

HEALTHY 1 2 3 4 5 6

DISHONEST .3 4 5 6 7

HAPPY 1 2 . 3 4 5 6 7'

. QUIET r, 1 2 3 4 6

HARDWORKING'

.7

1 2 3 ! 4 , 5 , b T

BRAVE 1 2 1 3 1 4 5 7

r RELIGIOUS ."1 2 3 )4 5 -6 7

POOR = 1 2 3 .4 5 6 7

INTELLIGENT 1 2 3 '4 5 6 7

WARLIKE 1- 2' .3 4 5 1
,

,PROGRESSIVE 1 2._ -3 '4' 5 6 7

ti

45
- 29 -

CRUEL \\,

uNHEALtHy
.

HONEST

SAD.

LOUD

LAEY

COWARDLY,

NOT RELIGIOUS

: VRICH

IGNORANT'

PEACEFUL

TRAD/ZIONAL
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.

,.DRAW ME A PICTURE

Introductiop:. d

--
. ,

This activity .0 an alternak

4
imales-of the Chinese. :Students
pictures in ,their heads oftather

.1 ,

TEArwal 8:1

A

:,e' way of eliCcltingtstiidents
.

of all carry around.
f

Peoples.
. ,

., ,. ..., .

Obiectives: Students will - - --.
.

.. .

. . ...

,ciraw pictures of'Chin6sp'besed bn their Current images,

.lift charac teristicg'of their imagIes*baseu, on the pictUret
they've-drawn, , 4

I
s-0

eheck off stereotypes 'they 'associate with the ,Picturets,from a

list provided in these materials,

discuss at 1eati5 questions regarding their images.and-pictures.

papei 3 Or four
,

boxes of, ..rayons,' masking tape,.

Hand Uts'8 ,5 9- c, , , 7

,Time: ,.One class period * -.1., t

,

-.
Askclass to break intopairs ortrios.,

, , - , o

i. .a,7.
,

Step 2: Pass out paper. Iiistruet,groups to .. .

OF CIfINESE PEOPLE (One picture per student d4 gre.feralAe.) :

:.

; .
. ,

. .

groups
.e q

, Step 3: Ask to' tape up their pictures:ok,the Chinese '
.. . . , : ,

..Pocedtre:

Step 1:"

around the room.
-

. Step 4:. Pass: out' cop of 8..
,

fill out the' handout. . -

.

Ask studerft tos
4

.

Step 5: Pass out copies of Handout. 9.,. InstilkOt stuae414

to fill out the, handout'. . ,
,

,

,. , .

:.

Step 6:. DISCUSSI9N. u e* c °,.

.1). Which df, theAmages.of Chin6se you listed in this activity -'
,are negative? Which positive? ;Which neither? "Add .up

i

II

I

30



A

6.

TEACHE 8:2

A

the negative ones and compare with the number of positive
and neutral ones. Are there more negative images?

2).' How.might someone with these images act towaFp a Chinese
person? Role play a situation and demonstra-e what you
mean.

3). What difference does it make,that we have ima
4) From what sources (TV, magazines, parents, of

friends, newspapers, comics, etc.) do you thi
these images? .

.

$

es like these?
r relatives,
you derived

r

,

.
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a .

HANDOUT 8 STUDENT 8:300

4,A

r.
According to the group of pictures your 'felidW'students have

,
drawn, what are the CHINESE lice? Use short'phrase descriptions

in each of the below categories tha.e \
t

Cloting
. . N

.Hair sty14,--

1

Eyes .

. :1'4, - ..,

. '.
-' Mat 1th and teeth ---.

. s
Facial expression (happy, Sad, ete.)

Other faci
.

l features" (nose, ears, etc.)

. ,

Language (if applicable)

A
4 :

How, they talk. --

f

4 I

Where tliey live if applicable). "7
,

.What doing

I '

,,
'-,

i What they ,eat
.

app4cable)

t

How they eat (if apg.lic41e),

Other characteristics you notice

'0

. .1

"

I t i .' .!
c.

. e

el I
0' ' . : i

It.

0

r'
' f

.0
41 $ je .

A

. ' A

I . 't A 8.
,.

. . . . r

.

I I
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HANDOUT 9 , STUDENT 8:4

A

$

--
J.

According to t'he pictures and the descriptions you wrote down
in Handeut.8, which of the characteristics listed beloig could.
you check off-aa,images of the Chindse some'qf your class members
have?

,

Li Chinese people look alike

wear pigtails

have buckteeth

,

wear- pointed hats

are yellow in complexion
4

are happy

are sad

have slanted eyes

wear,goatees and mustaches

rite in rickshws,

wear sandals

speak broken English

have a strange language

have straight hair

dress alike

other images?
a

1

Y

S

I

\

49.
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TEACHER 9:1
A

Title: 'CHINESE GREETING CARDS* (Based on an exercise written by
IL Thomas Collins, Director of

Introduction: Schools Program; Center fOr
Global Per-spectikies)

One way'ef getting out and checking stereotypes of the
Chinese is by asking students toparticipate inthis activity,
then immediately follow -up by asking them to participate in
"ComteringcImages:' (Activity-14). In ao'ing so, ,students can

quickly uncover many of the current images in
,

our society regard-_
ing the Chinesee.

Objectives:'

Students will list in one or two word ,desctiptiOns stereotypes
of the Chinese based on the coll.ection'of greeting cards slides.

Students,w111 gather additional data by,c6Xiecting greeting cards
on their own. ' a

Materials: Chinese GreetingCards slidet*; 35 rmm slide projector

Time: 30 minutes-

Procedure:

Step 1: As'students view,the slides in the set, ask them
to WRITE DOWN ON A PIECE OP SCRATCH_PAPER WHAT THE CHINESE ARE
LIKE BASED ON' WHAT THEY SEE IN THE. SLIDES (one ortwo word
descriptions will do)., Here are some questions yOu might '

mention to help guide them:
What do 'the Chinese look like according to the slides? (Hair,

facial expression, nose, eyes, clothing, etc.)
What can you say aboueChinese language Lased on the slides?
What can you say about Chinese customs ?' Philosophy? Anything

else?

Step 2': Wheri you've finished showing the slides, list as
many student responses as you can on the chalkboard. The longer

the list the better. (Leave some space for student responses
iry "Comparing Images").

Step,3: QUESTIONS
1. Which of the descriptions you wrote down do you think"are

accurate? . .

u 2. 'How would you go about checking out whetilercw not they are
. accurate? , .

I

-.' fk, .

.

*Chinese Greeting,Cards slides are in A-V kit.
. - 34
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Title: WRITE ,A STORY

Introduction:

TEACHER 10:1'
A

In dealing with students and their perceptions of other
cultures it.ig important that students recognize the tendency
people have of seeing other's as different or strange and not as
'familiar. If we see another group as.different or strange,.
then we can treat them Okfferently than we'treat ourselves.
In times of war. this process allows us to see other groups of
people as non-human. Tri this activity students are asked to
write a story about the Chinese using a list of works with
.which the students have common experiences.' Will the students
use w0i.ds to develop strange and exotic stories about the
Chinese. If so, why?

Objectives:

Students will express their iMages of the Chinese by writing
stories using a list Of commonly used Words.

Students will state hypotheses that might explain why we tend
to perceive other cultures as strange and different.

.Materials: Write the word list on the board or overhead
pr ctor:

Time: 1 class/period

Procedure:

Step 1: 'Write the list of words'On the chalkboard.

Step 2: Ha.ve the students form pairs. Ask each pair to .

write a story using the, list of words. Tell the students that
they don't have to use all of the words but.they should use At
least 10 of them. One person in the pairs writes astory about
China and the other writes a story about their state.

Step 3: Have some of the students read their stories to
the entire class.

Step 4: In what ways are the stories similar and different.
Ask students to suggest reasons that would explain why we see '.-
China as strang44and different in o'ur stories and why we don't
associate the words the same way with China as we do with our-
selves.

- 35 -
0
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Bread
; 7

Candy

Soap

Cereal

Water

Horse

Bank
4

t

STUDENT 10:2

A

Car 1

School

Tennis

Beer

'Bicycle
.

Funeral

Breakfast

Shirt

Movie

K

h
Q

4,

52
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TEACHER 11:1

CHINA POSTCARDS

Introduction:

So many of our images about others ar,e strongly determined,
influenced and reinforced by pictures. Pictures have a tremen-
dous power over our perceptions of other groups. In this set of
activities studentg have an opportunity to discover how pictures
influence,our views while learning skills which will allow the
students ft. evaluate and-use pictures from other cultures.

ObieCtives:

e
To determine student,perceptions of China by having them select'
5 post/ cards for inclusion in a textbook on China.

/-

To evaluate students' initial selectibns after having partici-
pated in sdveral other activities that test student perceptions
of China.

Materials:

. .
.

You will need pobtcards from China. ..These pqs,tOrdeare 'avail-
able for i$1.00 for a package of 15 frqm China Books and Periodi-
cals, Inc. .

.
.

West Coast.Cente
2929 Ulwdnty'-fourth Street -,

San Francisco, CA. 94110 . A

There are over 20 different sets on these -four general topics:
China's Fine Arts
China's Cities .3

China's' anascapes
China's Sports,' Ballet and Opera

Orders take 2 to 3 weeks s plan ahead on this activity.

Procedure:

Step 1: Divide the class into groups of.3 to 4 students.
Tell the students that they have been selected to pick the
photOgraphs for the new textbook about China that is being pro-
duced for their schools. There is only room for 5 photos and the
group is asked to pick the most representative or common pict,ures
to go into the text.

53
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TEACHER 11:2

A 4

1,

Step 2: Harid.each group 15 to 20' cardi (if possible)
from whibh they are to make their selection oCthe 5 most commcfn
or typical. Ask each grpu to select a repi.eSentative who-will

\present their group's selec ions to the rest of the class-with
\Texplanations about why that choice was' made.;

. Step 3: As the selections are presented, ask a student to
record reasons,givenofor the selections. ReepthfS docuMent and
the cards chosen for later in the

Step 4: You may wants to, discuss some of the choices.,".,

1). Did the7roups'make'similar choices? What were they?4'
'2). Was each.group in. agreement as to the choices?
3). How long did it take to Make the decisions?

Step'S: Afte students have examined their views of China
by participating in other activities in the unit, have them

do the activity 9gan, Check their new choices apd reasons with'
the reord of choices they made during the first round.
ly. Did 'it take longer to make "the decisions?..

2). Was.there more or lest agreement on,the selections?)
3). Were any selectionA,:different? If so, why?

7-

,

s.s

54
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Title: CHINESE CHILDREN'S LITERATURE

Introduction:

TEACHER 121:1

B,

This activity provides one means of checking your students'
perceptions about l'hina and the Chinese 41thtsome actual data
produced' in the PRC and by to PRC.

Ohiectives:

Students will list specIfic images of the Chinese and Chinese *
society from a series of booklets written ,for children fli the PRC.

Et

Students will'compare Chinese images'of themselves with their
awn images of the Chinese.

Mate 1§: Padket of booklets from China*
.

Time: 2 class periods

Procedure:

. Step
studentp:
,around so

1: Dis ribute children's literature,booklets to
Allow plenty ok time for studyncto pass them
that udents are exposed Ob a variety of the booklets:

Step'2: Make certain each student has a booklet (this_
- dmiactivity could' be done in groups of 2-3 studenttl's well).
1 41,Focus on having students write down answers to the ,following:

1). What do the Chinese look like in their own iri6ges? Be
.

specific. .

What kinds,of activities do children engage, in according. to.
.-the stories? // : .e. , :

3)f) Describe the geography as its portrayed in the booklets.,
4) What!s'important to the Chinese; according to the booklets? 4.

..

. t.

. SteP'f3: Ask stildente*to go back to,. their response's in

"When I Think About China, I Think Of or' in "Chine4
. Greeting Cards." Ask theme to compasre.thieir images with the'

images i the booklets. Which do they thinkare more accurate
-p 't of the Chinese? Why? ;How,do-th4, account for the

*Order from: China:Books and Periodicals

55
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. t TRA-OHER 13 :1
.

. :..,,

B'

,.
, 40

III .

Title: GOOD CHILDREN (Adapted froth an 'activity by Barbaia ,

*4

a. Smith)

.Objectives: Students win ...

, , y

act out a dofitinant value of the People's Republic of China
` Cooperation among children,

unsramble a set pf picture stories,

..: ..

discuss the relationships between PRC cultural values and the
st0Oes. .

. , % .
. .

Materials: Good dhildren activity* .

'Tdmei :One class period (or less)

i3rocedure: 0.

Step'1: Post the titles of the stories around the room.'

Step 2: Distribute the pictures. .(If necAsary 50.ve'sdme'
participants two pictures from the flame story so that all the
pictures will be used.) : .

. ':.

Step 3:. 1Give the following instructions:
1). The signs you see around the room are.titles to some

pidture stories. You ere each getting One piece of one of
the Stories.:.

..

2). Your task is to find the people with' the other pieces to '

the story you have. There are,6 or 7 pieces to each story.
3). When you have Mund all the parts of your story put thein

in orde;', figure out what the story. is, and-decide which
title fits.

4). When you
title of-

5). No grdup
have put

. You must
ahead of

Debriefing:

have put all the stories together,. stand near the
your story.
may stand by their title before the, other groups
their Stories together. You may help each other.
all finish at the same timd. No group may finish
another group.

,
1). Tell your, stories.

.

2).; Which society did the stories come *from? What is .

being taught' by the stories?
10

.
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t

TEACHER 13:2

B

3).. Are there institutions in our own society that teach

similar values? If so, whatare they?

4). What was,significant about the way we did this activity
in terms of learning about the society?

*These picture stories .are from a booklet entitled Good
Children which .is ailabl4 for 50 plus 35 handling from

-211(9CHINA BOOKS AND PER DICALS, West Coast Center, 2929.- 24th St., .

San FranTisco, CA. 94110.
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TEACHER 14:1

B

Title: COMPARING IMAGES

Introduction:.

Here is one answer to Question 2 (Step 3) in'CHINESE
GREETING CARDS. How many of the images conveyed in the greet-
ing cards are NOT confirmed by the data presented 41 this
activity?

Objectives:

Students will list in one or two word descriptions, images,ok
the Chinese from the pictures in the slides.

kStudents will point out discrepancies between the images they
listed in CHINESE GREETING CARDS activity aid images they list
in this activity,

Materials: Comparing Images slides*; 35mm slide projector

Time: one class period

procedure:.

a

Step 1: As !'students view the slides, ask them to WRITE
DOWN ON A PIECE OF SCRATCH PAPER WHAT THE CHINESE ARE LIKE
BASED ONLY ON WHAT THEY SEE IN THE SLIDES (again, one'or two
word descriptions will do). Here are. 'some questions to help
'guide them:
1). .What dO the Chinese look like according to the slide's?

(Hair, facial expression, nose, eyes, clothing, etc.)
2). .What kinds of.activities' are they engaged in?
3). What can you say about Chinese customs? Philosophy? etc.?

Step 2: Mben,you've finished showing the'slides, list as
many student responses as you can on the chalkboard. The longer
the list the better.

Step 3: QUESTIONS:
1). Did you find this activity more difficult or less difficult

to do than CHINESE CREETING CARDS?. (Many students will find
this activity more difficult because the images are not
stereotypic, thus less easily'expressed.)

2). What did you find out about the Chinese from this activity
that was not listed in your responses in -th greeting card

58
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.TEACHER 14:2

B

activity? (Possible responses: Chinese are engaged in,
a lot of industry: Chinese norbuck-toothed, etc.)

3). What other data_sources'pan yspt,thihk'of that you could
use to check out the perceptions?

*Comparing Images slides available from:

Center for TeactangtInfernational Relations

".

I.
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TEACHER 15-1. 'It

.- -'.

"T. -
ti

Title: WHICH IS CHINA?*

Introduction:,
o

This activity can be'uSed as. one ,way'of'breaking%up
stereotypic,images Of the geography ofChina. by .0owitl; its
geographic diversity. (A word of caution: '..the'se.,.slides may

give the impression that China.is'totally rural ana has.to
big'cities. Students--should 4nderStand'that"glind..'has 16

cities,with populationt over a Several of the:oenes":
could be taken'for parts of the United Statei'..Hence, possibl
stereotypes students might have'.about Chita consisting of-nothing:
more than terraces,.rice fields and the Great wall cpild be
challenged by thisactivity.* !

Objectives:
.

Students will be exposed to slides showing the4diversity
%

of
China's geography.'.

, .
,

. . .

Studentsewill be asked to ,hypothesize about, what stereotypes mi
have influenced their thinking about the origin of some ofthe ,

scenes. , .

'.-

.
.

Materials: "Which is China'?" slides**; 35mm siid& projector

Time: ,30 minutes'
,

Procedur:

Step1: Show slides
which ones are from China
Then, expla,i.ndthat all' of

1 j Step 2: QUESTIONS:

. As',you go through the scenes ask
and which arefrom the United States.
the scenes are from China.

1). Which of the scenes might have surprisbd you when you .

,learted of thei'r origin?"
2). What stereotypes do' you .think were ,involved in your making

'theejudgpents?

*This activity is an adaptation of ",China's Geography" developed
.by H. Thomas, Collins of,the Center for Global Perspectives.

**"Which. is China?" slides are in A-V kit to Images of China:
Available from: Center for Teaching Internatiohal Relations.

8
4 .
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. FACES*

Introductloo:

TEACHER 16:1
6

^, A

, This activity would help break the sereptype6 that
"all Chinese look alike," and have stereotypic facial charac-
teristics.' All of the drawings included in the activity were
done by Chinese in 1973 in the Peoples' Republic of China.

Objectives:.

Students:wi

Students wi
information

Materials:

Time:

. .

, I

11 write down countries they think the faces
4

.,°.,
.

11 check what they have.writtek-down against
about-the origin of the drawings. .

. .
,.., . .

. ..

"Fades" slidest*: 35mm slide projector'
.... ,., .

one hour

Procedure:
* ,il,

A

are from.

>

accurate

. , , ' ' ; . . ... 4
' Step. 1: As)C students to' go t f6ugh the drawings one at

a time. Ask them to write down the4bam,.olf a country or place
frl,t'he. world' when they think the-p- gon in the drawing is from.

.

.:' .,

,

Step 2: Spend a fewmiputes '1i Sting all the different - /%,:_ --1
couq'tiepy've written :their littt on the chalkboard. Ask

.

,

theil- reasons for making,th6 6chdis tHry. did,
i ,

'. ,' '

.
: 1 -st6p 3: 'Inform them that AID, f the, drawings are of Chinese.
people and that they'were.drawn by p %pie in_the,Peop/es'.
Republic pf Chin'a during 1913'.

. . ..,

.-
Follow 0, .

. .
.

. -

- ., ..
,- ,

,
.

.-

. ":1-1014' DID THIS ACTIVITY -AFFECT YOUR :IMAGES qf THEE- CHINESE?
(Hopefully; it will haVe helped-breay flown thestereotYpe."
many people hava that "all Chinese loo alike." ..

/1
*Based on'&1 'exercise Oritten by H. TlIpmas Directdr,
Schools Program, Cehter for Global Peispe-ctives.

*Available in A-V kit to Images of China from Center for TeaCh-
.

ing International Relations.
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TEACHER 17:1

Title: PICTURE SEARCH

Introduction:

Pictures can have a powerful influence on the images
people form of other //cultural and national groups: Students
,are asked to point dut what seems unfamiliar to them and
why in a'series of slides from China. Then they consider
.what mig])t seem strange to outsiders about their awn community.

Objectives:.

Students will view five slides taken from pictures made in the
Peoples' RepUblic of China and list their perceptions of what
seems strange in the slides.

Student's will reverse the context by hypothesizinTabout'what
may seem strange'to people from China about the students' own
community.

Materials: Picture-Search-sltdag*T.Mm projector

Time: one class period

Procedure:

Step 1: Explain to the class that they are about to. see
5-slides. As they view the slides they are to.write down
anything that strikes them as strange in each slide. About 60
seconds on each slide will do.

Step 2: Go back thrOugh the slides and ask 'whact students
wrote 4dowt for Step.1 for each siide. F ocuti, on two questions

about the things students wrote down:
1)1, What about the picture seems' strange? ,

2);. If this piptilre had .been, taken in your own communitlywo
it still appear strange to you? Explain.

Follow 'up

Ask students to take pictures in their own community that
they think would appear strange to people who live in China.
Ask them; to post the pictures.arqund the room. Ask for expla-
nations as to why students think the pictures they've taken
might appear strange td people-who live n China.

*Picture Search slides in A-V kit. Available from:

Cente'r. for Teachirig International Relations.
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/EACHER 18:1

Title : CHECKING PERCEPTIONS: THREE WAYS

Introduction:

This activity presents three modes through which students
can broaden the information base they're using to help them
More accurately perceive the Chinese. All of the pictures were
taken from Chinese publications. Thus, the pictures present
a collection of data from a frame of reference different than

-most students may be* used to.

Objectives:

Students will analyze a set of pictures from Chinese periodi-
cals using three modes of analysis.

SVIdents will compare their findings among the three modes.

Materials: "Checking Perceptions Three Ways" slides1**;

35 mm projector

Time: one class period

Procedure:

Step 1: Divide Class into three groups -- A, B, and C.
Instruct Group A that as they look at the slides you are about
to show, they are to jot down things in each.slide that appear
STRANGE to them and things thatppear'; FAMILIAR to them.
Instruct Group B that as they view the same slides they are
to jot down ways in which the Chinese Are "LIKE US" and "UN-
LIKE US" (meaning like and'unlike the way they perceive lifp to
be in the United States). Nnstruct Group C that as they view
the. slides they are to list, ay''S in which Chinese people and
Chinese life have VARIETY (how,Chinese are different from each
other). *.

Step Debrief Group A. Ask the members of the group
what they wrote dawn. Did all members of the group agree on
what was strange and familiar about the pictures'? Explain.
What does it mean to say something is STRANGE? let students
.Struggle with this, but somewhere along the line it's important
to point our that 'strange" often means that we're not used to

. seeing or otherwise sensing whatever we're perceiving that way:

-47-
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TAtHER 18:2

B

Labeling'something "strange" says more about us than it does
about the picture. Explain. What does it mean to say some-
thing is FAMILIAR? (We're used to seeing it; may be comfor-
table with it; etc.)

Haw would you go about making something that seems STRANGE
to you in the pictures, become familiar to you? Chobse one
picture and try to make this change. It should become clear to
students that the'changes are changes in THEIR PERCEPTIONS, not
in the Chinese.

Haw would you go about making something that seems
FAMILIAR to you in the pictures seem strange to you?

Step 3: Bebrief Group B. Ask the members of the group
what they wrote down. Did all members of the group agree on
what was ."like us" and, "unlike us?" What does it mean to say
that-scimething or someone is "like us?" "unlike us ?"

, f

Propose a contest between two subgroups in Group B.
Whichever of the two groups --*the "like us" group or the 4un-
like ' us can come up,with the longest list of ways in
which the Chinese/are "like us" ands "unlike us" respectively,
wins a prize.

Step 4:. Debrief %pup C. Put all the data frOm-this group
on the chalkboard. Go back to the list of stereo ypes.dompiled
in the activity and SeeAlow many of them now appl he Chinese.
When we are looking for.the.variety of a culture, is it easy
or difficult to find? Bow might you use this technique to
challenge your .own sterlgtypes?

*Pictures are from CHINA RECONSTRUCTS, CHINA PICTO IAL.

**"checking Perceptions" slides available from CT

48 -
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Title: ART AND VALUES*

Introduction:

TEACHER, 19:1.

B

This activity uses contrasting art forms from China to
illustrate how we can become trapped into certain images.

Objectives:

Students will list values of the"Chinese based on two sets of
Chinese art slides.

Students will discuss the influence of the data base on forma-
tion and reinforcement of images.

Materials: Art and Values slides*; 1,5 mth slide projector

Time: 30 minutes

Procedure:

Step 1: Explain to.students that they are about to view
some paintings,and posters. As they view the Aides, ask them
to write 'down what the people pf the culture are like based on
their art. (E.g., are they violent or peaceful?' Are they
industrial or rural? etc.) Show first series Of slides.

\'

Step 2: Explain to'students that they are going to see
lo another series Rf art slides and that they are to do the same

task as:explained in Step 1 for this series to write down
what the people are like based on their art. 'Show second series
of slides.

Step 3: Compile lists of reactions to each set,of slides
on the chalkboard. How do the reactions to the first series
of slides compare with the reactions to the second series?

Step Explain that both series of'siides are from the
PRC, and that both were done in the same period ,of time --
after 1949. Discuss the following statement: THE IMAGES NL
FORM OF OTHER CULTURES DEPENDS A LOT UPON THE KINDS OF =FOR-

,

MATION WE'RE EXPOSED TO.

*Based on an exercise developed by H. Thomas Collins, Director ,

SchoolsProgram, Cent or Global Perspectives.
**Art and Values sli es n A-V, kit to Images of China.
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Section Three: LOOKING AT IMAGES
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tion that have led to popular stereotypic imagep of the'dlinese
in the United States. Moreover, they are.provided with oppor-
tunities to apply their knowledge of'stereOtyping-to these
sources.

In this section students examine some sources of informa-
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TEACHER 20:1
k.... ,

. ,

.

Title:, WHAT WAS3 TAUGHT ... AND WBAT'I CkUGHT
. . . -

41It

Introduction:

'CD

Remember 8th grade social studies, or the T.V. reports
about China? Most of us were taught a number of things about
China bothin-and out of school. The question is, what did we

--learn? In this activity students are expbsed-to an essay 131;
a person who -,4exit tei public schools in the late 50's. After
reading iie essay studen% are asked to answer the questibn for
themselves.: Is what is taught ... what is caught?

1

Objectives:
.

.

,

Students will recqgniie by citing specific sxampleS from their
own.experiences that what is taught to them is not what they
remembef.

Materials: You may read the essay or dUpligate copies for each
student in the class.

Time: one class periOd
_

/*Procedure:

Step 1:-. Tell the students that you would like to read -to
them (or-have them read) an essay by a person who wrote down
some of the'things he learned about the Chinese. Use the
following questions to analyze the article.
1). What was prolpbly taught in the classes this person attended

school?
2). 1411), are the views .expressed in such a stereotypic manner?

3). Which statements are true?
4). Are thereothsr things a person should learn abodt China?
5). Why is there a difference between what is taught and what 1

is caught?
r6). How do you know thib person's school days took- p7.ace in the

late 50's7 i

9s.

68
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WHAT WAS 1AUGHT WHAT T 1 CAUGHT ABOUT CHINA

STUDENT' 20:2

r by ("Gary Smiith.-

a.

Here, in summary, is what' I remembers about China and the
Ihinese from my school days: \

.

A .

-
t

.

. There are millions of Chinese, In timed of war, American
soldier's forplatoons,to attack, Chinese "mass." There are-so

,i- 1

. -
many of heM that, yoU Could ma'rch,theirt in rows of 8 (nowadays,

,

its,raws of 11.1:off of a cliff into the ocean forever ... tlfey.

reprodve so faStl.,,(I'wonder how they do that while they're
marching?) :4 -

i . , .

Chinese people.dqn't cane much'about human lire. They work,
.! ,

work, work all the time: kfsone of them gets killed,Nit doesn't ,

matter to: them because tfiere are so many other Chinese to replace
them. '

..........
.

' Chinese ha slanted. yes ... they all: look alike, too. L- -- "

. Chinese women have their f t bound ... I don't know how they
walk, but it slOws thea becaUse they remain at least 6

JriaceS.,behind: the men. Chinese.eat'everything with chopsticks
...they 41 eat rice (lwrifiqp a. Tpo4ibie to do with chopsticks,
but they' do if anyway)'" A Chin can-elive for weeks on a
little, ball ofrice. .Chinese swrist4,1_11$Sckwards. They have wise
sayingsand most of rheir'child en arp orphans.

,

'Tild:ChineSe were first to do 'iOt Og things.. The Chinese
.inventedgunpowder, porcelain and firecrackers,. They don't
celebrate, the Fourth 'of July with firecrackers,-though: Instead
they celebrate the Yek'.ot-the EOcg or smething like that.
The Chinese invented a.lotof stuff, but they didn'tknow.how.

. to,use it right. But we could upe it right: Americans:are
good at that. . .

.

.

.'
.

. .
.

- .

Qne'time the Chinese got' together (they, "massed") and
built the Great Wall, They did it bdauqe they wene, weak and

.

didn't scant 'to let other people in Weir country. 4,

, .

.

China is a sleeping dragon.' There's not much to worry about
'air a fel:years, however. They don't have any navy; but it .-

doesn't' matter because they don't have any glipS any way-td, .
getover hereto attack us. They have an atom bo , but.the
Only way they.can_delive; it is in anAmerican Plan leftY.over c,.

-
. _

..f 4i.froM World War II. ..,:. ,.
44.-
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. STUDENT 20:3

Someddy the-dragon will aken -- and will we be scared!
The Chine e'will figureoutgh so,get over here and get guns.
from-Rusila and Overflow into America and their sheer numbers
will kill us-off:

A Chinaman will work or l0 an hour; whereas an American
wouldn't think of workinb for'less than $2,50 an hour. That's *
,another way they're going to kill us off.'

2

.

I

"0
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TEACHER 21:1

/Title:* "HOW TO TELL ?ORR FRIENDS FROM THE JAPS"*
. .

)14

Introduction:

Students look atustereotyping in one of its most extreme
forms in'this new article written shortly after the bombing
of Pearl Harbor in 1941., This example illustrates how politi-
'cal factors, in this'aase the war, can have a profound in-

.

fluence on perceivec differences% Students are asked to follow
up their reading of the article with a search for stereotyping

t other time periods.

Obi'ectives: I

Students will list differences between Chinese and Japanese
as stated in the new, article.

Students will sort out which differences are inaccurate.

Students will infer reasons why these differences were pointed
out in the article.

i Students will search for other examples of stereotyping in

magazines.

Materials: Handout 10

Time: 2-3 hours.

Procedure:

-Step 1: Ask studentsto readand study the Handout,
"How.To Tell Your Friends From the Japs.,"

Step 2: Have students list at least 5 mhjer differences
the author of the article pointed dut between Chinese and

0

Japanese.

Step 3: Which of the differences make little or no sense?
(Practically all of them are merely reflections of the times
and their authordhip and say Virtually nothing about Chinese
and Japanese. What difference ds'there (assuming any truth to

Old4comparisoft), for example, in an average height of 5'S" and
5'21/2'1? Other dbmparisons are ludicrous.)

t

- 55 -
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TEACHER 21:2 .

Step 4: Why do you thj.nk the article was written?
(There were, of course, important reasons. Japanese were
defined as the "enemy." There was widespread fear of being
attacked, given our experience at Pearl Harbor. It was impor-
tant for us to support China in the Far East and our view
towards China was one of sympathy due to our'perception of them
as "weak" friends in the Pacific.)

Step 5: As a follow up, go to the library''and search
through old news magazines for other examples of stereotyping.
Bring back these example.$ to class and share them with the rest
of the group.

Here are some historical periods that might be worth starting
with:

World War II (1939-4$)

Cold War '(1948-early 1960es)

Korean Waft' (1950-53)

Cuban Missile Crisis (October, 1962)

Castro's "take-over" of Cuba (1961)

Vietnam War (1961-1973)

72 *.
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TEACHER 22:1

Title: IMAGES OF THE CHINESE AND JAPANESE THROUGH GALLUP POLLS

Introduction:

Gallup polls taken at different time periods can reveal
a great deal about the changeability'of perceptiOns regarding
the Chinese and Japanese. Students can hypothesize about why
the changes in perception occurred and about why certain charac-
teristics prevail about these twd national groups.,

Objectives:

. .

:

Students will make hypotheses about why the Gallup.polls differ
at key time periods. .

.

Students will brainstorm ways of Collecting and analyzing other
data to verify the images seen in the Gallup polls.

. Materials: Handout dImages of the Chinese and Japanese"

Time:''30 minutes.

Procedure: A

Step 1: Pass out copies of Handout - "Images of the
Chinese and Japanese"

Step 2: Ask students' to make hypotheses about why the
CHANGES in perceptions might have occurred in the three different
time periods. Ask them to_list at least-threehypotheses.

'Step 3: Compile a list of hyPOtheses,on the chalkboard
from the. lists made in Step 2 above.

Step 4: QUESTIONS
1). HoW would you go about checking your hypotheses about the

changing. images of the Chinese and Japanese? (Old period-
icals, magazines, newspdpers, etc. to'check out.the '"

"climate of opinion" pf the times;.current survey of atti-
tudes using the same adjectives. in the etudenfts community;
etc.)

2). Which adjectives on the_Hantout seem to apply to both the
Japanese rand Chinese? "('Pendency to lump "Orientals"
together in peoples minaLk.

- 60 -
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TEACHER 22:2

3). Whdt are the three most commonly used adjectives for each
group-according to the Handout? Wheie do you suppose these
images came'*Oom?

4). Ask students.to brainstoim ways to check out their hypo-
heses:made in Steps 2 and 3 above. Then, ask them to
bring ln.Oata to verify their hypotheses, .(

5). Follow-up:' The data for the Japanese on the Handout is
stissing .for theyear 1572. 'Conduct a survey using the
adiectives_on the sheet for your community for the year
106,- What do:you,find to be' your community's current
images? .

. a
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Title: CHINA AND JAPAN IN TEXTBOOKS*

Introduction:

TEACHER 23:1

442'

How's your and your students'. ethnocentric sensitivity?
Do you readily recognize bias and distortion in what you and
your students read? Here is anjopportunity to check out the
ability to recognize and .evaluate different kinds of treatment
of both the Chinese and Japanes in American textbookg.

COntained in the'series of cards are statements about
China and Japan. The statements.Were taken from textbooks
used in'U.S.'schoold,ifrpublished during the 1960's and 1970's.**
An interesting point here is that school textbooks are often
assumed to be "uribiased7.simply because they are developed for
use in a school setting. '

The task is to read the statements and' decide which ones
are "OK" as they are written (context nofwithstanding) and which
ones are "NOT OK" (contain distorted, biased or ethnocentric -

views). After. comparing findings with other members of the
class, students may find their sensitivity to ethnocentric bias
enhanced a bit.

Objectives:

Students will read 18 statements from U.S. textbooks pertaining
to China, Japan and Asia in general.

Students will sort the eighteen into two piles
according to their perceptions: and NOT 0'.

Studeps.will-WaYe-information a their perCeptions of the
stat4Ments with other students In- the class.

Students will classify types of distortion, ethnocentrism and
bias according to the enclosed format.

Time: two class periods.

Procedure:

Step 1: Ask students to read through the packet.of cards.
As'they read, they are to decide which statements appear "OK"
to them as they are written, and which ones appear "NOT OK"

S
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TEACHER 23:2

,

to them as written. "OK" statements would be those that
contai no noticeable distortion or bias. "NOT OK" state-
ments uld-be those that distort, omit,.denigrate, contain

. fault acts and implications or are othe ise biased toward
the Chinese, J.panese\or AsianS in-general. :they should place

4, the cards in two, sepaate piles: "OK" and "NOT OK."

Step 2: Ask students to volunteer information about which.
statements they placed in the "OK" pile and which they placed
in' the ."NOT OK" pile. What is it about the statements that make
them QK? What is it about the statements that make them NOT, OK?
ASICOTHER STUDENTS TO COMPARE THEIR FINDINGS AND SHARE ANY
SIMILARITIES OR bIFFERENCES IN WHICH CARDS THEY PLACED' IN WHICH,
PILES;

Step Ask 'what new information students hive gained
from shariAg the informatiOn as they did in Step 2.

Step 4: Piss out copies of Handout 11, "Questions for'
Analysis." Ask students to go back through the cards and fill
'our the chait as best they can.

Step 5: Ask students to share their findings.

Follow Up Activities:

1. Go'back through at least FIVE of the statements you
decided were "NOT OK" and reword thembso that they are "OK."

2. Write a story about the Chinese and/or Japanese based
on the "OK". cards. Then write a story about the Chinese and/or
Japanese based on the "NOT OK" cards. Compare the stories.
What images of tlie Chinese and Japanese are conveyed by each, of
.the stories?

3. Using the format provided in "Questipns for Analysis,"
go through your school's textbooks and other educational material's
pertaining to China and Japan and do analyses of at least five
statements of your-choosing.

All quotations for this activity were excerpted from Asia in 4,

. American Textbooks, Copyright,1976, by the Asia Society, Inc.
**It is not the intent of this activity to single out any author
and/or publisher for criticism. Point out to students that books
contain both useful and mishandled information. The statements
contained on the cards were taken out of context of other mater-
ials in the texts. The,idea is to have students learn to recog-
ndze statementso4t of context, as well as recognize bias ang,,.
ethnocentrism. (
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BANDOUT 11 STUDENT 23:3

QUESTIONS FOR A4I.YSIS

Does the statement exclude or omit people it shouldn't?
E am le: The typical secretary of the 1960's wore her

skirts much shorter than other women of the era.
What's wrong? (What about mai secretaries?)

2). Does the statement contain a,'stereotype or generalization
ithat attempts to typify the behavior of a certain group .

of people to the exclusion of any other behavior?
Example: The Japanese wear impressive mustaches and laugh

lqudly at the wrong time's?
. What's wrong? (Behaviors described do not apply to all

Japanese.) ,J

3). Does the statement imply that China and Japan should be
"Catching 'up with, the Westi" dnstead ofbeing judged by
their'own criteria?
Example: Finally, after centuries of-struggle, Japan

decided to adopt Western ways and enter the
20th Century.

.

7.7
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STUDENT 23:5

1

REGARDING MAO TSE-TUNG'S PROMISE OF A BETTER LIFE FOR THE CHINESE

Everyone would live happily ever after. While these were
mainly empty promises, they found sympathetic ears in a country
where poverty and war had destroyed all Other hope... The newly
'liberated' peasants were organized into 'mutual aid teams'.

2

At a time when Europe 'was rapidly entering the modern age and
new nations were rising, Japan was still living under feudaliS,

0 3

REGARDING POST WORLD WAR II U.S. OCCUPATION OF JAPAN...,

The occupation authorities instituted many significant changes
in Japanese life. Japen was given a democratic constitution,
guaranteeing the people the right.to participate in their govern-
ment. Womeri were given the vote... School books were rewritten
to teach Japanese children the ways of democracy. The Japanese
people have taken enthusiastically to their new form of govern-
ment, and to the new freedom in, their persona]._ lives.

a

4

Red China is using its growing power throughout the region::.
If )they (nations trying fOr democratic forms of government)
fail, much of the Far East will be closed to the people of the
ree world American soldiers and )1rms have been sent to

f

utheast sia to help keep South Vietman free of communism.

C.>

-5

Oh Juily i, 1853, the Crews-of some Japanese'lishing boats in

)

, Tokyo Bay'saw a strange sight. Into the mouth of the bay
; steamed a squadron of warships flying a foreign flag, The .

.

Japanese fishermen were speechless, with ,amazement, for they had

`never. seen a vessel propelled by steam.

67 - 9
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STUDENT 23:6

6

Though we may fihd it hard to take mysticism and asceticism
seriously, more than half the hUman'race has done so. Indian
transcendental ideasspread-to China and Southeast Asia, and,

. influenced Christianity as well. Such a career requires us to
adjust our usual habits of thought and ask ourselves what we
would do and how we might behave if it really were true that
realitylay behind the world of sense. How do you know that.
.it does not? How do you knOW that the Indian mystics were not
on the right track after al],, and that it is we moderns \who are
who are chasing after illusions? Many people in our time have
asked themsdives this question. Manyopeople in every age o 'the

past, from the time when such ideas first clearly came to bj.
forumulated, have 'been fascinated by these questions. It would
be absurd to scoff and pay no attention, or refUse to take
seriously ideas that sustained one of the world's greatest and
most successful ci%ilizations.

CASE STUDY ...

7

B.ekine...owns only 1.5 acres of land -- hardly more than a
"backyard" in American terms, but an average-size-farm in
overcrowded Japan.

.8

...to a remarkableextent the Japanese citizen can say what he
thinks, read what he wishes, and write what he believes.

9

The communist Chinese hav tried to combine these small farMS
into large agricultural Doperatives, with modern machinery and
methods. So far; however,, these methods have not been.entirely
successful. But progress has been Made, and agricUltural pro-
duct ion in.CAina,has.increased. -

-.168
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STUDENT 23:7

10

Communes are a failure...there is goods reason to believe that
the average Chinese is not getting enough food to keep healthy,
arid in many cases even enough food to Aep'alive.

11

The beggars at left ,(in"picture) illustrate the hunger of China's
'people: Given all these conditions, disease spreads'quickly.
The Communist government has been una le to solve these pro-
blems that have long plagued the nati n. .

12

Japanese ocean liners, are operated with great efficiency. Their
ships which carry passengers-to the Orient are quite as com-
fortable and safe as those of any other, nation.

eapanese children study much the same things American children
do. English is also taught. "-Japanese boys and girls even enjoy
many of the'same sports Americans do, such as baseba 1, tennis
and swimming.

14

Like its history and its people, the Japanese government is
interesting, but easily'the most interesting -thing labout Japan
is its economy._ ,

15

Once Europe developed machines, and mastered. the use of power to
run thesemachines, the West forged ahead rapidly. Now, be-

,

lated, the countries of the Orient are trying to catchsup.

I



STUDENT 23:8

16
. 4

9
In the twentieth century, the peoples of Asia and Africa have
come alive. They have adopted the nationalistic creeds, the
democratic ideals, and the modern science of the Weat, and
they have demanded freedom from 'imperial, rule.

;
.441,4;

17

How might you feel if you went to Japan and were,the only -

'person not sitting on the floor to eat? ... Why 4's this kind,
of behavior strange when you think about doing it in another,
country or a Japanese restaurant? People have learned to do.
different'things because they live in differenplaceg.. These
things don't seem strange wheh everyone else is doing them.

18

Chito's Youth had beep a rather confusing combinatfon of Japaneae
tradition and Western modernity:

;
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KEY TO STATEMENTS FROM
TEXTBOOKS

$

4
4 STUDENT 23.:9

4

1. DEVELOPMENT By FORCE, Scott Foresman, 1964,, p.p. 20,
Ed:Acpmment; Political are:achieved:through .

itricks and deceptons ratheS.. than motivated by social gbalS
accord&ITto.this statement.

, -

2. .THE STORY OF JAPANMc0orMick-Mathers, 1970, p. 44.- .

2 Ed. .Commerit:/Rosy-compaiison. .

, . t-'. -'

. ,
/: 4

-..

. ,(
. 3. THE .WORLD AROUND Up: Harcourt Brace(,cianovich*, 165,

%,...,'
.

:initiatives.
p. 136. Ed: Lack of mention'of aid

,
,,- ,*

. 1
.- a-

",-.4. EXLORING THE NON- WESTERN MORLD, Globe, 1971, p..227.,
. Ed: Look wl6t:we'redoingofor 'them. '. '

,

cr

1

5. EAST ASIA, Silver Burdet,t,,1970, p..113.
Ed: Fictionalized, western version Of Perry's visit.to Japan,
instead of using, Japanese accounts irf tranplation. -. .'

. *

,.

6. TH E

,
ECU.

A NE , H a

rpt

er ,and

lbw*

, 1973

.

,-,3.

,

132..
%

),

.

:! . E9: The 'ins'crutable" becomesoapproachable and understandable,
to Westerners ,inthis type.of statement.

. -

-
L. ,, 0.- -:

q' 7. JAPAN, Spott-Foresmaril, 19.71, p, 53.
Ed: 'Judging:Japan by "ourtl-st.Andards..

*£'3.

9.

.

/ 10.

1

,.-

11..

.

k

12.

13:

JAPAN, ALLY IN THE FAR. EAST, ^ Laidlaw, 196(7, p 21:e
.E4:' Why silOuld these .things. be so reMaricaBle?"

PEOPLE IN A CHANGING WORLD, Laidraw,. *1974, p. 'A -7)'.:
.

.

Ed: Progress in the ,P-RC is'admitted he're, but only
.-c fgrudginglY. ,.

,

,
.; .

,
.-

,WORLD.GEOGRAPI-JY, Ginn, 1974, p.-426:

A failure standards,? ..

-

"

Ed:, f

- ,* . ''EASTERN-LANDS, Allyn:es, Bacon; k968,-p."402.
, .;.-

Ed: Con,ceniratiorr of-f-arlirrei of PRC. ', :. e ,'. '%,*.

' '...; t. e
' 4S, ?Is -

EASTERN LANDS,,Allyn &',Badon,.1968, p. 40.
. .

'Llapapese'se4iety-is_acceptable to 'the =extent that it is
a.reflecti,on of our own.

."

EXPLORING A 'CHANGING WORLD, Glolie*, 1968, 474.,

2d: Comparing frOmthefamiliar ih the'studens knowledge
'migh't easily slide into ethnocenTsth.'

w'
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STUDENT 23:10*

14. DIVERSITY OF IDEAS, Harper and Row: 1S72, p. 94.
.

Ed:c'Why idJapan4s economy "the most interesting thing?"
.

JUdgment by Western standards..

15. THE WORLD TODAY', Webster McGraw-Hill, 1971, p. 528.'
Ed: East Asia j.s .trying to "catch up" with the West.

16. LIVING WORLD HISTORY, Scott Foresman, 1974, p. 201.
Ed: Judgment by Western standards.

17: COMMUNITIES WE BUILD, Follett, 197, teacher
EO: 'Attempts to go'beyond'the "Ltfrangeness"
culture is exemplified in this btatement.as
examinf similar behavior,in different contex

18. WOMEN OF ASIA, 6.mbridge, 1974, p. 2.
Ed: "Confusing" in Whose opinion? Author ,could be
about the 'interactionof past and present.

's guide, p. 51.
of- an-other

stu nts
ts.

0,

4

4

41
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Title: IMAGE SEARCH

9

A

Introduction:

TEACHER 24:1

Students collect evidence that images of Chinese exist in
their awn community.

Obi ect ives :

Student collect objects and information that conveys
image of Chinese in their community.

Students will search for information counteracts these
images in their community.

6

Times. 2 hours

Procedure;

Step .1: Ask students to go out jilt° the. community and
bring back objects (newspapers, magazines, gift items, books,
comics, greeting cards, anything) that probe that images.of
the Chinese exist in.the community. In 'other words, what are
the people in..the community, exposed to in terms of .information
a]ibut China and its .people?

Step 2: Display the objects of a table in the classroom.

Step 3:. Ask students to explain what images the objects
convey about Chinese.

Step 4: , Follow up: Ask students to search. for informa-
tion and objects in their community that they feel is accurate

. about Chinese.

r
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Title: BELIEFS ANt IMAGES

Introduction:

TEACHER 25:1

(

This test is a follow up to the unit. it can be a useful.-
ary for finding out what students believe e-abOut the images

they haye examined during the unit.

Objectilies:

/ Students will circle one of two responses (kume - DISAGREE)
to'a series of questions about'peiception and stereotyping.

Studen
their"

s will compare (point out similafities and differences)
responses to a Set of,answers.,

MaterialA:

Handout,: 13 and Handout

Time: 30-.50`minu-tes

/Procedure:

Step Ask students, in groups of 2-3, to determine their
answers to the questions.op,Hanclout 12.

Step..2: Choose 5 or 6 questions and'ask-rfor.
_- .1) ------Wh-a-t-Ihe --group- -deeded -wath :- .-e..i.x'--answe

2). Specific inf6rmation and instances about why tYley_algarred
, _ _....._____,___ .- .-- ...v.....e. .

. .
' . ,, as they -nil. .

,* P Step 3: Pass Out,
,students they need not
key.' But, ask them to

copes,of Handout 13, Answer Key. Tell
agree n-the
explain,any discrepancies.

87
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HANDOUT 13 STUDENT 25:2

MY BELIEFS AND IMAGES 4

1. People's beliefs'and images of others change very quickly.'

AGREE DISAGREE

2. People tend to see in other people what is importane.fo
them, not to. the other people.

AGREE DISAGREE,

3. People who have strong images of Others are easily able to
put themselves in the other persons' "shoes."

AGREE DISAGREE

4. Our ability to accurately view others will be improved if
we look for the things we value, in them.

4

AGREE DISAGREE,

57 People who-are safe and9secure In their feelings tend to
. see others'more accurately.

AGREE DISAGREE

6. People are generally avire,that they have stereotypes of
other people.

AGREE DISAGRE

7.. Everyone in my class ha's the same images of the Cl ne e.-

AGREE DISAGREE-

8. Our images say more abo& us than they do about the Chinese.

AGREE

4: 88

- 76 -
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A

HANDOUT 14

ANSWER KEY

STUDENT 25:3

1. FALSE. Beliefs and images of others change only after
ti

(1). a agreat amounst of new, diverse information is presen-
ted, and-J2). when predispositions toward the information
and stereotyped group(s) have changed.

2. TRUE. We tend to 'focus on what is important to us, not
to others. Hence, it is important to see the connection
between what we value and what others value.

3. FALSE. Thigl kind of empathy is a difficult thing to
achieve. Probably the best way of addressing this concern,
is to try to view things from different perspectives.
However, in most cases this.technique will only bring a
kind of intellectual understanding, not complete empathy. .

4. FALSE. We run the risk of projecting onto. Others what we
think is logical simply because it seems logical to,us in
our own behavior. We can probably be most effective if *a
we sensitize ourselves to differences in ideas and feelings. ,

5. TRUE. Feeling safe and secure about one's own life usually
. indicates a willingness to perceive others more accurately.,

because of decreased sense of threat. Our can personal; bars
end to preclude 'our ability-to view others accurately.',.

. FALSE. Since people assume .that their own. actions are
logical to others (because it seems logical to themselveg),
we do not readily see our own stereotypes about oth'er&.

7.- PROBABLY FALSE. PeoPle 'generally share some of the same

. stereotypes, but the4 own biases and personalities,enter
into4fle picture. Hence, one characteristic important:to
one person may not be necessarily.importaqt to,anothep 'person
perceiving the same group or object.

8. TRUE. We do tie perceiving,'hence.our'images say much mote
about ourselves than theyrdo abOut the, persons we are
perceiving.

89
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